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Abstract

Excluding strict religious groups from political institutions is often considered a solution for religious ex-

tremism. We argue that sectarianism and persecution results if excluded groups have judicial authority.

We examine a tumultuous period in Scottish history beginning from the Reformation in 1560 until a few

years after the Glorious Revolution of 1688. During this period, the Crown repeatedly provoked political

crises by attempting to impose an episcopal structure on the Church of Scotland. We find that the Scottish

Presbyterians were substantially more active in persecuting alleged witches during periods when they were

excluded from power. Although monopoly churches can be instruments of state-making and social order,

our results show that the disciplinary instruments of an established church can be turned against the state.

In polities divided by factional religious conflict the suppression of sectarian groups can lead them to impose

religious discipline as a counterweight to state formation and secularization.
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Introduction

Religious sectarianism has had dramatic political consequences in the recent decades (Almond et al. 2003;

Emerson and Hartman 2006). It has been linked to a range of adverse outcomes including violence (Marty

and Appleby 1991; Canetti et al. 2010) and political instability (Fox 2004). One of the most important

aspects of sectarianism is its effect on governance and judicial institutions. A growing literature has examined

the spread of Sharia law and its damaging effects on governance, gender equality and long-term economic

development (Cherif 2010; Kuran 2003; Suberu 2009). In the context of weak institutional environments,

part of the challenge arises from the ability of religious elites to use judicial institutions to strategically

increase their political power. This pattern is not unique to Islam but rather arises from the role of sectarian

clerics in administering courts. It can be seen in a range of contemporary cases from sectarian justice systems

(khap panchayats) in rural India, to the judiciaries introduced under the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham

(ISIS), to the Taliban in Afghanistan, and finally to Iran, where control over judicial institutions has been

used by reactionaries to thwart reformist campaigns to institute the secular rule of law.

Our paper analyzes temporal patterns in one of history’s most intensive witch-hunts. Prevailing explanations

portray witch-hunting as an irrational outgrowth of social tension and economic pressure. However, we argue

that the Scottish witch-hunt was, in large part, a consequence of a vicious cycle of state intervention and

persecution in a contested religious monopoly. This produced sectarianism, manifest in increasingly intense

religious and political conflict among religious factions. Because factions excluded from power in the higher

reaches of the established church polity controlled local judicial institutions, they had an incentive to pursue

an extremist agenda to extend their influence which included the persecution of accused witches. Religious

competition sharpened sectarianism which spilled over into judicial terror.

The great upsurge of witchcraft trials which occurred in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries has long

puzzled social scientists. Large-scale witch-hunting appeared abruptly, persisted for more than a century,

and was remarkably brutal before fading away. Influential explanations for it have focused on the rise of

ideologies that created fear of people in league with the devil (demonology), on fear and hostility toward

marginalized sections of European society (such as midwives and widowed or unattached women), and on

judicial institutions that enabled witch trials (Anderson and Goodare 1998; Goodare 2003; Gordon 1978;

Barstow 1994; Klaits 1985; Larner 1981; Levack 1992, 1995; 2015; Macfarlane 1968; Trevor-Roper 1967).

Although these explanations provide valuable insights, they do not adequately account for the remarkable

degree of variation in witch-hunting. Whereas beliefs about witchcraft – which combined traditional folklore
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with the new “science” of demonology – were broadly influential and widely believed by early modern

Europeans, the persecution of witches and sorcerers varied dramatically in frequency and intensity (Ben-

Yehuda 1981; Jensen 2007; Lesson and Russ 2017, Mitschele 2014; Stark 2003; Waite 2003).

Contemporary scholarship makes clear that witch-hunts were not spontaneous affairs but rather managed

judicial operations requiring cooperation from ecclesiastical and state authorities. However, if there was a

general demand for witch-hunting, ideologies which justified it, and judicial institutions which enabled it,

why did the authorities unevenly and episodically organize large-scale persecutions and prosecute accused

witches? The most influential explanation of witch-hunting in the social sciences builds upon Erikson’s (2005)

classic study of the Salem witch-trials. Drawing on Durkheim, Erikson argues that witch-hunts were a social

response to macro-level crises which put the surety and stability of established norms and institutions into

question. Europeans persecuted witches to reinforce social control when moral outsiders could be blamed for

episodic calamities like plagues, enemy attacks, famines and crop failures (Ben-Yehuda 1980, 1981; Jensen

2007).

Religious economies theory points to another explanation. Upstart religious groups compete for adherents

and seek to achieve favorable market positions through efforts to increase tension with their surrounding

society and heighten popular religiosity (Iannaccone 1998; Iyer 2016; Stark and Finke 1992, 2000). In the con-

text of early modern Europe, this strategy included witch-hunting. Whereas most of the religious economies

literature focuses on competition between religious “firms”, we argue that intra-religious competition can

also explain the timing and intensity of persecution.

In early modern Europe, rulers attempted to institute new state churches in the wake of the Reformation

(Becker, Pfaff and Rubin 2016; Gorski 2000, 2003). We argue that the persecution of witches was, in part, the

consequence of struggles for advantage within newly instituted state churches. Religious factions contending

for influence and resources in church organizations sought to gain political advantages and demonstrate

their influence by prosecuting witches. In particular, settings in which royal power was relatively weak and

clergymen had control over judicial instruments allowed sectarians to use the trial of witches as part of a

competitive strategy to enhance the power of their faction in the established church. In effect, we show that

ongoing intra-religious competition in the established church made those prosecuted for witchcraft collateral

damage in a struggle among Protestant factions.
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The Case

Scotland has long been recognized as a theoretically and substantively important case of witch-hunting

(Black 1938; Larner 1981; Goodare 2002, 2013; Trevor-Roper 1967). It was one of the European countries

in which the hunt for witches was most zealously pursued. Scotland was exceeded only by Germany —

a country divided between rival Catholic and Protestant territories — in terms of the per capita number

of persons prosecuted for witchcraft in the early modern era (Leeson and Russ 2017: 47). However, as

Stuart Macdonald (2017: 637) notes, ”The connection between the Scottish Reformation and witch-hunting

is puzzling.” Contrary to the expectations of models predicated on inter-firm competition driving religious

persecution (Leeson and Russ 2017; Stark 2003), Catholicism had been unseated and the Reformation

had firm footing in Scotland during the height of its witch-hunt. Although scholars have shown that the

decentralized judicial system played a critical role, they have tended to reduce the role of the church. Partly

this is because of the ambivalent position of Calvinist theology on the prevalence and nature of witchcraft

and the Church of Scotland’s (the established ”kirk”) obsession with a host of threats to threats to godly

society.

We argue, however, that the answer to why Scotland’s witch-hunt was so intense has less to do with theology

than with political competition within the established kirk. Parties engaged in ecclesiastical struggles within

the newly established Protestant church hoped to advance their interests and reduce the influence of their

foes by demonstrating their puritan zeal and increasing popular dependence on their faction. Witch-hunting

advanced that strategy and periods of the most intense persecution occurred during periods when Presbyte-

rian factions in the kirk felt imperilled by royal preference for their competitors. In particular, the episodic

persecution of witches was driven by the tendency of the Presbyterian (Calvinist) faction of the reformed

Church of Scotland to use witch-hunting to counter an Episcopal faction which was poised to benefit from

the Crown’s preferences for a centralized kirk.

Contextual factors favored this strategy. In Scotland, a relatively weak central state, on the one hand, and, on

the other, ecclesiastical control of local judicial institutions, provided a favorable arena for dissident factions

to organize witch-hunting. Continual efforts by the Crown to impose reforms from the center inspired local

sectarianism. Even though the supply-side incentives for persecution of witches were powerful, that is not to

say that demand-side factors were lacking in the Scottish case. Popular fear of witches, elite ideologies which

portrayed witchcraft as a potential social threat, patriarchy and hostility to women were all conspicuous

factors (Houston 1989) but they are insufficient to explain the frequency of witchcraft prosecution over time.
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This is because in Reformation-era Scotland there was an enduring and nearly ubiquitous belief in witchcraft.

Allegations against supposed witches were commonplace and there were standing demands that action be

taken against them. Nevertheless, the formal accusation of witches occurred fitfully (Goodare et al. 2003;

Goodare 2013).

We can explain this temporal variation by linking episodes of sectarian conflict and political struggles over

the established church to the motives propelling witch-hunts. Scottish witch-hunting was overwhelmingly

initiated and conducted through local ecclesiastical institutions. We contend that it expressed a competitive

strategy to increase the dependence of the population on the Presbyterian faction of the Scottish church

and thereby stave off the Crown’s attempts to impose a centralized Episcopal church polity and retain local

power. Our model leads us to expect that waves of witchcraft accusations were driven by episodes that pitted

Episcopal interests against Presbyterians and which threatened the doctrinal and organizational interests of

local clerical authorities. If we are right, then we can better explain the timing of witchcraft accusations in

Scotland than other explanations for witch-hunting which omit sectarian conflict.

We test our propositions with multivariate analyses based on a comprehensive census of witchcraft accu-

sations over time (Goodare et al. 2003). We then evaluate them using historical process-tracing. The

contextual evidence helps to demonstrate why Scottish witch-hunts were an outgrowth of political compe-

tition and why they were initiated at a greater rate during periods when the interests of the Presbyterian

faction of the Scottish kirk were threatened. The historical evolution of witch-hunting which we trace shows

that persecution thrived because sectarian Calvinists used their control over judicial instruments and lo-

cal law enforcement capacity to entrench their influence when they risked losing power in the established

church. When, after the Glorious Revolution, the Presbyterian faction finally prevailed over the Episcopals

the incentives for militant sectarianism vanished and witch-hunting faded away.

Religious Conflict, Sectarianism and the Persecution of Witches

The religious economies literature explains how and why religious groups compete for adherents and seek

favorable market positions (Ekelund et al. 2006; Gill 1999; 2008; Iannaccone 1998; Iyer 2016; Mixon 2015;

Stark and Finke 2000). Religious groups are treated as firms which depend on their adherents for revenue,

delivering goods and services in exchange for member contributions. Much of the literature has explored

the effects of competition, whether by examining how pluralism influences the vitality of religious groups or
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by the role played by the state as a regulator of religious markets. Under conditions of religious pluralism,

firms compete with each other to service potential and current adherents, developing a variety of products

and organizational models (Iannaccone, 1995).

Historically, however, religious organizations have rarely operated under free-market conditions. Conse-

quently, religious groups compete as much for favorable regulation and state support as for voluntary ad-

herents. For their part, states support churches as means to gain ideological legitimacy, social control, and,

sometimes, administrative resources. Nevertheless, established churches do not always yield the legitimacy

and stability that rulers want (Gorski 2003). The desire for religious autonomy, the pursuit of resources,

and the furthering of their theology are the main incentives driving the politics of religious groups (Philpott

2007) but this is not true only of situations in which rival religions compete. Ecclesiastical policies within

established religious institutions can be an important arena for religious conflict. Religious monopolies are

rarely incontestable; established churches enjoying a nominal monopoly position can be internally divided

and become centers of both religious contention and sectarian competition.

Previous studies of witch-hunting in the religious economies tradition portray it as a manifestation of religious

politics marked by inter-firm competition. Stark (2003) acknowledges that witch-hunting was enabled by

fear of Satanism and sorcery but argues that it was actually propelled by conflict among religious groups

posing credible threats to each other’s institutional power, on the one hand, and, on the other, was abetted

by weak central authorities unable to suppress witch-hunting.

Mixon (2015) argues that witch-hunting can increase demand for the religious services provided by hard-line

factions at the expense of more moderate clergy. Leeson and Russ (2017) contend that witchcraft trials were

part of a strategy that religious leaders adopted in the context of Reformation-era religious competition.

According to this theory, witchcraft trials expressed non-price competition between Catholic and Protestant

churches for religious market share in those areas of Europe in which confessional conflict was most intense.

Where religious pluralism made competition for adherents strong, church leaders promoted the reputation of

their brand through the zealous prosecution of evil-doing by witches. The underlying mechanism is signaling;

witch-hunting advertised the superior resources and influence of a church in a contested marketplace (see

also Trevor-Roper 1967: 152 for a similar argument).

Although witchcraft trials would have been a forceful advertisement for the piety of the prosecutors, the

Scottish case suggests that a different set of mechanisms was driving the persecution of witches. At the

time of the establishment of the reformed Church of Scotland in 1560, competition between Catholics and
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Protestants was being resolved decisively in the latter’s favor. However, the newly established Scottish

kirk was not an incontestable monopoly. Because only a single church establishment was preferred by the

Crown, the sectarian Calvinists, sometimes referred to as Puritans, operated under the same church polity

as the moderate state-church Episcopals. This divided Scottish kirk gave rise to a bitter, ongoing struggles

driven by the Crown’s preference for a centralized church with royally-appointed bishops (episcopacy), on

the one side, and, on the other, by the Calvinist insistence on decentralization and local control by elected

Presbyterian councils. The Presbyterian faction of the kirk responded by acting as a sectarian movement

within the Protestant church (Stark and Finke 2000). When Crown policy openly favored their rivals,

Calvinist clergymen and church elders had incentives to increase religious strictness as part of the intra-

religious conflict.

Not surprisingly, the Crown wanted an episcopal structure dominated by appointed bishops (very much on

the Anglican model) as opposed to a congregational structure (Presbyterian) because a top-down church

government led by bishops would have been easier to control than than one led by elected congregational

elders. The resulting royal policies threatened to exclude Presbyterian factions from influence and office in

the church polity. In fact, the Presbyterians were repressed during periods when the Crown actively favored

Episcopacy.

The conflict between factions of the Scottish Reformation were intensified by an exogenous event: In 1603,

James VI of Scotland inherited the English Crown. This decisively shifted his incentives toward confrontation

with radical Calvinist factions over controlo over the Scottish kirk. Armed with the resources of the English

Crown and provided with the Anglican model of church government which clearly favored the interests of

the sovereign, he acted to alter the church polity in Scotland. His first decision as the Supreme Governor of

the Church of England (as James I of England) was to summon a conference of divines and politicians to

Hampton Court in January 1604 to resolve the matter of church policy (Fincham and Lake 1985). James twice

stated the maxim “No Bishop, No King” during the conference to underline his complete hostility toward

Presbyterianism and intention to install bishops to carry out his will in Scotland as well as in England.

The struggle for control of the established Protestant church was one of high stakes because the kirk was the

most important institution of Scottish society. The Stuart dynasty was eager to strengthen state power in

Scotland in much the same ways that the Tudor dynasty had in England. As part of this, the Crown and the

Episcopal faction it supported wanted direct rule over the church, by far the most extensive governing body

in the country. It wished to impose a catechism and liturgy and appoint bishops and church officials from

the center. Presbyterian clergy rejected Episcopal liturgy and teachings on sectarian grounds and wanted
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to retain the autonomy of local church authorities. Because they effectively controlled the church and its

judicial instruments at the local level, Presbyterian clergymen and elders shrewdly used their influence to

increase popular dependence on their faction and impose control over their parishes.

Our argument that the Presbyterians raised the level of strictness in response to the threat of political

exclusion has some parallels with Erikson’s ([1966]2005) classic work on Puritanism in New England. The

prosecution of deviance in Eriksons’ account (the “witch craze”) was a consequence of changes in the level

of moral observance required of adherents as previously settled culture faced a crisis.

However, in contrast to Erikson, the mechanism proposed here is that the prosecution of deviance is primarily

a political calculation to advance strategic goals rather than an outgrowth of cultural disequilibrium (Connor

1972). The puritanical zeal of the embattled Presbyterian faction helped shore up its position. This is because

congregational religious participation is a club good for which adherents need to contribute to gain benefits.

When monitoring is hard, adherents can contribute little and refuse to conform. The strictness of sectarian

groups screens out free-riders and enforces higher mean levels of contribution from members (Iannaccone

1992, 1994; Berman 2000). By raising the strictness of religious observance, sectarians seek to increase the

dependence of their followers and purge dissidents. Stirring up popular zeal thus decreases the cost of social

control (Epstein and Gang 2007; Hechter 1988). In the Scottish case, Presbyterians enforced strict religious

observance (Puritanism) through religious courts to boost their local control. One of the most forceful and

terrifying expressions of this strategy was witch-hunting.

Witch-hunting was a violent instrument to achieve sectarian goals. But insurgent groups frequently resort

to violence against civilians because they must balance the provision of selective incentives (Kalyvas 2006;

Kalyvas and Kocher 2007; Wood 2010). Excluded factions facing collective action problems have an incentive

to increase violence if they do not have the capacity to provide sufficient material benefits to entice loyalty.

In the case of Scotland, the Presbyterians were unable to benefit from royal commissions, patronage and

state preferment. Exclusion from these official sources of economic and political resources limited the ability

of the Presbyterians to provide selective benefits to their constituencies. But the Calvinist faction did control

local ecclesiastical courts. As a result, Presbyterians had an incentive to use the disciplining institutions

they controlled to deepen popular dependence on them and use protection as a reward for loyalty.

If our interpretation is correct, then the Crown’s preferences for a hierarchical church led to the periodic

suppression and exclusion of the Presbyterians from the Church of Scotland and during these times the

Presbyterians were more active in prosecuting religious non-conformity in courts they were able to control.
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H1: Religious Conflict: Over time, ongoing religious conflict in Scotland is driven by the

Crown’s preference for the Episcopal faction of the Scottish kirk.

We argue that Presbyterian witch hunters in Scotland used trials to increase the power of their faction and

the demand for their services. Of course, we do not claim that kirk sessions concerned themselves only with

witchcraft. Kirk sessions policed a range of social and religious deviance but witchcraft was among the direst

offenses with which someone could be charged (Gorski 2003: 121-3). Nor do we claim that witch hunters

were insincere about combating Satan. Popular beliefs about witchcraft did not need to be manufactured by

rival Protestant factions. Belief in witchcraft was held by both the common folk and the Scottish elite. No

less an eminence than King James (King James IV of Scotland and James I of England) published a treatise

on demonology.

Rather, we are arguing that religious groups can alter the degree of religious severity in response to exclusion

from formal governing coalitions if they control ecclesiastical institutions. Where religious factions control

or influence the judiciary, the potential for religious persecution is much greater (Finke, Martin and Fox

2017). In Scotland, the bishops appointed by the Crown were Episcopalians, the Presbyterians were not.

As a consequence, the Presbyterians sought additional means of exerting influence and demonstrating their

social and political importance. They naturally relied on their strength — a deeply entrenched system

of local presbyteries. The persecution of witches served at once to reinforce the impression that only the

puritan Calvinists could save Scotland from witchcraft and as an implicit warning that those who defied

them were in danger of prosecution. Witch-hunting created selective incentives for popular loyalty to the

Presbyterian faction: protection from witches through selective investigation of alleged witches and protection

from accusation as a witch.

[FIGURE 1 HERE]

Our argument differs from Mitschele’s (2014) case study of a Scottish witch-hunt. Mitschele shows the

central role played by the Crown in creating the conditions for witch hunts by fostering struggles between

the center and periphery of Scottish society. In her account, status-competition drove Scottish witch-hunting

as the local gentry sought preferment in a weakly centralized state by acting as voluntary agents of local law

enforcement. By supporting local petitions for witchcraft trials, low-ranking members of the gentry hoped

to earn a favorable reputation.

Yet Mitschele’s study overlooks the fact that most of those petitions were rejected by the Privy Council,

suggesting that the Crown generally disfavored applicants. It misses the role of sectarian competition within
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the Scottish kirk which spilled over into waves of witchcraft prosecutions because local clergymen sought

alliances with the gentry to enforce their local dominance, collaborating in the prosecution of witchcraft

accusations at the expense of Crown interest.

Our theory that intra-religious factional conflict can cause religious persecution is bolstered by case studies

of the Salem witch trials in colonial New England. Boyer and Nissenbaum (1974) went beyond Erikson

to provide a detailed narrative of how factionalism — between orthodox Puritans led by Reverend Samuel

Parris in Salem village and the less orthodox, wealthy anti-Parris faction in Salem town — encouraged

stricter enforcement of puritanism and led to over 200 accusations of witchcraft. “Parris was attempting

to compel commitment to his own faction by posing the alternatives so starkly: Will you be God’s ally

or the Devil’s? An accuser or an accused. A saint or a witch? There was no middle ground” (Boyer and

Nissenbaum 1974: 187). Mixon (2000; 2015) argues that Parris’ faction effectively used the prosecution of

witches to increase demand for its ministerial services in the context of professional competition.

If witchcraft prosecution was an expression of Calvinist sectarianism, then it will increase during periods of

intra-religious conflict in the Church of Scotland when the Presbyterian faction was excluded from power in

the Church of Scotland due to the Anglican policy of the Crown.

H2: Sectarianism: Witchcraft accusations will increase during periods of intra-religious con-

flict.

Scapegoating and Judicial Reform

Although we think that the religious economies perspective provides a compelling explanation of variation

in witchcraft accusations, other factors probably contributed to their frequency over time. Many scholars

have argued that witch-hunting was an expression of “scapegoating”; a social response to a diffuse danger

or sense of threat. Scapegoating is especially plausible in a society like early modern Scotland plagued by

poverty and crop failures. Witch-hunts may have been a consequence of neighborhood disputes and domestic

quarrels whose underlying cause was increasing hardship (Larner 1981).

Erikson (2005: 68) proposes that when a society is confronted by a crisis, “it is likely to experience a change

in the kinds of behavior handled by its various agencies of control.” The judicial persecution of witches arose

as an institutional response to hardship and social change that challenged elites and called established norms
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into question.

Since Erikson’s pioneering study, many scholars have argued that embattled rulers restored control and

assuaged popular grievances by persecuting marginal social figures and community outsiders under the

widely accepted belief in the subversive activities of witches (Jensen 2007). The starkly disproportionate

persecution of women – about 80 percent of accused persons in Scotland (Goodare 1998; Willumsen 2011)

– has rightly inspired gendered analyses of witch-hunting. Feminist scholars have argued that Protestant

reformers intent on achieving “godly society” targeted women as a threat. Images of witchcraft were replete

with sexual imagery and demonic seduction. Witchcraft persecution putatively focused on the young and the

old, economically vulnerable women and women in positions which violated patriarchal reproductive norms,

such as midwives and healers (Barstow 1995; Houston 1989; Roper 2004) – good candidates for scapegoating

when times were hard.

Economic crises are especially prone to create social disruption. Social scientists have proposed that witch-

hunts are associated with economic shocks caused by colder temperatures that increased the risk of crop

failure and limited catches of fish in Northern latitudes (Fagan 2000; Oster 2004). Similar explanations can

account for persecution in different times and places; for instance, witch-hunts increased in frequency in

Tanzania during droughts (Miguel 2005) and poor climatic conditions seem to have spurred the persecution

of Jews in medieval Europe (Anderson, Johnson and Koyama 2016).

The general thrust of the argument is that economic shocks trigger crises to which embattled authorities

respond with the persecution of witches. In an agrarian society like early modern Scotland, cold weather

produced poor harvests and poor catches of fish, which in turn, could have produced hardship and a demand

for scapegoats.

H3: Scapegoating hypothesis: Witchcraft accusations will be greater in periods of extreme

weather such as years of colder temperature.

Other scholars argue that it was the weak Crown, relative autonomy of local judicial institutions, and weak

restraints on torture and irregular trials in Scotland that facilitated prosecution. Judicial reforms which

advanced the rule of law contained witch-hunting and eventually suppressed it (Larner 1981; Levack 1992;

2015). Perhaps the frequency of witch-craft trials over time is linked to the state’s poor administrative

capacity and irregular judicial procedures which could not contain the popular enthusiasm for witchcraft

persecution, which with major institutional reforms, eventually improved (Levack 2002; Stark 2002).
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What makes this argument plausible is the judicial structure of Stuart Scotland. In Scotland, magistrates

and local religious authorities initiated witchcraft prosecutions, with wide latitude to conduct pre-trial in-

vestigations, including torture and imprisonment, in pursuit of a Commission of Justiciary which allowed

for the convening of formal trials and allowed local courts to impose a verdict and inflict a capital sentence

(Goodare et al. 2003). Given the weakness of the institutional constraints imposed upon them, local eccle-

siastical authorities were able to develop a customized form of due process. Judicial torture was widespread,

standards of evidence were poorly defined, and basic civil and procedural rights were unavailable to those

facing criminal charges. Later, judicial reforms and improved state capacity restrained these practices.

If weak state capacities and irregular judicial practices explain witch-hunting, then variation in witch-hunting

over time should be associated with institutional changes which improved judicial procedures.

H4: Judicial Institutions: Declining accusations of witchcraft over time will be associated with

judicial reforms which better regulate prosecution.

Data and Empirical Strategy

Our empirical analysis focuses on the era of organized witch-hunts which stretches from the Scottish Ref-

ormation in 1560 until a few decades after the Glorious Revolution of 1688 when the factional conflicts in

the kirk were decisively resolved in the Presbyterians’ favor. We focus on formal judicial accusations for

witchcraft which are provided by Goodare et al.’s (2003) survey of Scottish witchcraft. The systematic test-

ing of our argument is possible because witchcraft prosecution began with pre-trial investigations of accused

witches which are surprisingly well-recorded.

The data seem to provide strong support for our argument because they show increased prosecution of

witches during periods characterized by factional conflict between the Presbyterians and the Episcopals,

the two main factions of the Scottish Protestant Church. Years when Crown policy favored the Episcopals

were between 4.37 to 5.28 times more likely to produce conflict between the Episcopals and Presbyterians

and these periods were associated with more witchcraft accusations. In terms of a difference in means, the

average number of prosecutions of witches were 30.23 in years under factional conflict compared to 4.19

under normal years.

Our quantitative analysis investigates each hypothesis in turn. The first part tests the hypothesis that
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religious conflict in Scotland was driven by the Crown’s political preference for episcopacy (H1). The second

part tests the hypothesis that witchcraft accusations, a form of Presbyterian sectarianism, increased in

periods of religious conflict between the Presbyterians and the Episcopals (H2). Then we test the hypotheses

derived from the previous literature that witchcraft persecution was the result of scapegoating in the wake

of economic hardships (H3) and that it was a result of poor judicial institutions (H4).

Keeping in mind the time series properties of the data, we estimate models for the analysis using five

specifications; a static model without controls, a static model with controls, an Autoregressive Distributed

Lag (ADL) model with Partial Adjustment (ADL-P) which has lags of the dependent variable to control for

the effect of witch prosecutions from the previous years, Autoregressive Finite Lag model (ADL-F) which has

lags of the independent variables to control for the effect of religious conflict and economic shocks from the

previous years, and a General ADL model (ADL-G) which has lags of dependent and independent variables

to control for the effect of witchcraft accusations, religious conflict and economic shocks from the previous

periods. The lag structures are optimal based on the results of the Schwarz’s Bayesian Information Criterion

(SBIC) and Hannan and Quinn Information Criterion (HQIC).1

We employ a negative binomial regression model for all estimations and demonstrate similar effects using a

simple linear regression model in the Appendix. Since the variance to mean ratio (VMR) is greater than 1

(1.11), a negative binomial model is recommended over a poisson model. To present meaningful estimates, the

estimated coefficients are transformed to incident rate ratios (IRR) where the dependent variable increases

by a multiple of α1 due to a unit increase in the independent variable.

The first part of our analysis demonstrates that the denominational preferences of the English Crown led to

factional conflict. We argue the Crown’s preference for an Episcopal Church polity led to the exclusion of

the Presbyterians and resulted in conflict between the Presbyterians and Anglicans.

Our main dependent variable, ReligiousConflicti, is a dummy for the years of factional conflict in Scotland

between the Presbyterians and Episcopals, as classified by historians. Stanley (1872) authored an encyclo-

pedic history of the Church of Scotland, which includes a Chronology of ‘Ecclesiastical Struggles’. The event

based measure presented in Table 1 consists of all single year events listed in this Chronology. Since these

events are not individually selected, the analysis is able to address concerns that the years of religious conflict

1We use the following specifications with lag lengths determined by SBIC and HQIC.
Static 1 and 2: Yt = α0 + β0Xt + εt.
Dynamic ADL-Partial: Yt = α0 + α1Yt−1 + β0Xt + εt.
Dynamic ADL-Finite: Yt = α0 + β0Xt + β1Xt−1 + εt.
Dynamic ADL-General: Yt = α0 + α1Yt−1 + β0Xt + β1Xt−1 + εt.
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could have been selected based on the independent variable. The Summary Statistics in Table 3 show that

the periods of ReligiousConflicti are higher in years the Crown was affiliated to a denomination different

from the Church (NonAlliedCrownt = 1).

Wells and Wills (2000) code their dependent variable in a similar way. They examine the effect of the

Jacobite threat on London’s capital markets towards the beginning of the 18th century, though the events

are individually selected by the authors. Similar to Wells and Wills (2000), we construct a second event-

based measure, presented in Table A3, by including specific years of religious conflict in the history of the

Scottish Church (Hetherington 1856). These events are widely considered as key episodes in the religious

history of Scotland. The events include the Golden Act (1592) when James VI permitted the establishment

of Presbyteries, 11 Years of Tyranny (1629-40) when Charles I dissolved the Parliament for the third time

and intervened in liturgical practices, Bishops Wars (1639-40) when Charles I and the Anglicans fought

against the Presbyterians on the issue of Church Government, War of the Three Kingdoms (1639-51) which

was a Civil War between the Royalists on the one hand and the Presbyterians and the English Parliament

on the other, Episcopacy Restorations in 1568-70, 1604-06, 1659-1662, and the Killing Times (1680-1688)

which was a period of conflict between radical Presbyterians (Covenanters) and Charles II.

Our main independent variable in the first part of the analysis is NonAlliedCrownt, which takes the value

of one for the years the Crown’s religious affiliation is different from that of the Presbyterians and there

was an attempt to change the Church government. NonAlliedCrownt is an indicator of exogenous religious

preference of the Crown (See Table 2). Following North and Weingast (1989), the Crown of a different

religious faction was likely to face a commitment problem — there was no reason for the Crown to agree to

the religious demands of the Presbyterians. It was only after the Glorious Revolution (The Claim of Right

in 1689) that the influence of the Crown on the Scottish kirk was materially nullified. Table 3 shows that

the proportion of conflict years in periods when the Crown and the Church belonged to different factions is

substantially higher (0.14) than the proportion of conflict years in periods when the Crown and the Church

belonged to the same denomination (0.03).

To test the hypothesis that the Crown’s religious affiliation increased religious conflict (H1), we use the

following specification.

ReligiousConflictt = α0 + α1(NonAlliedCrownt) +Xtγ + εt (1)
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where ReligiousConflictt is a dummy for periods classified as conflictual, NonAlliedCrownt is a dummy for

periods in which the Crown was not allied to the Presbyterians, and Xt is a set of controls which consists of

economic shocks and model dependent lags. In Equation 2 a change from a period during which the English

Crown was allied and did not try to change the Church government, to a period in which the English

Crown was non-allied increases the likelihood of the year being conflictual by a multiple of α1. Based on

our hypothesis that the English Crown’s preferences for Episcopacy led to the periodic exclusion of the

Presbyterians from the Church of Scotland, and consequently an increase in denominational conflict, we

should expect the effect of NonAlliedCrownt on ReligiousConflictt to be positive (α1 > 1).

The results in Table 5 show that the effect of NonAlliedCrownt on ReligiousConflictt is positive (α1 > 1);

the static models in Column 1 and 2 show episodes of religious conflict are 5.28 times higher in periods

when the Crown is not allied to the Presbyterians. The estimated coefficient in the dynamic models in

Column 3, 4 and 5 might be incorrect because the lagged dependent and independent variables are highly

collinear.(See results in Table A4 and Table A5 using a different criteria for classifying years of religious

conflict as listed in Table A3.) The estimated coefficient for EconomicShockst is statistically insignificant

across all specifications, indicating economic shocks proxied by temperature anomaly do not contribute to

religious competition, though, in the second part of the analysis we show that economic shocks contribute

to witch persecution.

The second part of our analysis demonstrates that formal witchcraft accusations increased during periods of

religious conflict between the Presbyterians and the Anglicans (H2). Toward testing this second hypothesis,

our dependent variable is WitchAccusationst. WitchAccusationst is a count of the number of witch accusa-

tions per year. This data is gathered from the Survey of Scottish Witchcraft (Goodare et al. 2003), which

identifies 3,837 persons formally accused for witchcraft from 1563 to 1736, the period for which the Scottish

Witchcraft Act was in force. We use ReligiousConflictt introduced in the first part of the analysis as the

dependent variable.

The Summary Statistics in Table 3 show that the mean number of WitchAccusationst per year during periods

of ReligiousConflictt is higher than normal periods. Figure 2 shows the distribution of witch accusations

(black), periods of religious factionalism (gray vertical lines), and periods of non-aligned Crown (shaded)

over the period the Witchcraft Act was in force.

To test the hypothesis that formal witch accusations increased in periods of religious conflict we use the
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following specification.

WitchAccusationst = α0 + α1(ReligiousConflictt) +Xtγ + εt (2)

where WitchAccusationst are the number of witch prosecutions in year t, ReligiousConflictt is a dummy for

periods classified as conflictual, and Xt is a set of controls which consists of economic shocks, institutions,

and model dependent lags. In Equation 1, a conflictual year is expected to increase the number of witch

prosecutions by a multiple of α1 in a negative binomial model. Based on our hypothesis that religious conflict

led the Presbyterians to further entrench puritanism through the prosecution of witchcraft, we should expect

the effect of ReligiousConflictt on WitchAccusationst to be positive (α1 > 1).

[Table 2 here]

In addition, we test the scapegoating hypothesis (H3). Following Oster (2004), we use temperature anomalies

data from the European 1400 Year Spring-Summer Temperature Reconstructions based on tree-rings, pollen

assemblages and ice cores (Guiot et al. 2010). The temperature anomalies dataset is constructed in a

grid system in which latitudes and longitudes are separated by five degrees. The minimum and maximum

latitudes and longitudes for Scotland are 54.39 and 60.89 (North), and -7.85 and -0.66 (West) respectively,

which correspond to the band TAS.2.5W.57.5N for mainland Scotland in Guiot et al. (2010). Summary

Statistics in Table 3 show that the number of witch accusations were higher in periods when the temperatures

were below mean (cold periods) than above mean.

We also test the judicial institutions hypothesis (H4). Levack (2002) argues that the beginning of the 1700s

marks the period of judicial reform in Scotland, particularly the institutionalization of stricter due process

in criminal investigations (‘habeas corpus’). To control for institutional variation, Institutionst is a dummy

variable that accounts for this institutional change in due process. All witch hunts were legalized by the

Witchcraft Act of 1563. After the amendment of the Act in 1736, witchcraft trials ceased. If this Act is used

as the independent variable to represent institutional reform, Institutionst would predict non-occurrence of

witch-hunts perfectly. Hence we use additional structural breaks to account for the effect of the institutional

transition; the Glorious Revolution of 1688, the Habeas Corpus Act of 1701, and the Act of Union of 1707.

The dummy variable takes the value of one for all years after the year of the institutional reform; the

Summary Statistics in Table 3 show that the average number of witch prosecutions per year after the change

in judicial institutions brought about by the Glorious Revolution were substantially lower (0.97) than before
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the Glorious Revolution (23.31).

The results demonstrate that Calvinist sectarianism, as expressed by witch-hunting, increased in periods

of religious conflict between the Presbyterians and Episcopals, the two factions of the Scottish Protestant

Church. The results in Table 4 demonstrate that witch prosecutions were between 3.59 and 5.02 times more

likely in periods of religious conflict than normal periods based on static models. However, it is possible

that this effect could be on account of the Crown’s interference, independent of the factional preferences.2

However, NonAlliedCrownt and ReligiousConflictt are contemporaneous hence it is difficult to isolate the

independent effect of the Crown from that of religious factionalism. An instrumental variable strategy is

not appropriate because the exclusion restriction might not be satisfied; the Crown had motives to directly

interfere in witch prosecutions, particularly in the earlier years of the Witchcraft Act. To account for a direct

effect of the Crown, the analysis includes NonAlliedCrownt as a control. The results are still significant.

However, the estimated effect of ReligiousConflictt on WitchAccusationst reduces marginally from 5.02 in

Column 1 to 4.76 in Column 2; NonAlliedCrownt captures some of the variation since it is significant across

most specifications.

The dynamic models used in the analysis allow us to test if witch-hunts in the current period could have

been a result of witch-hunts in the previous period (by introducing lags of dependent variable) and also if

witch-hunts in the current period could be a result of religious conflict or economic shocks in the previous

period (by introducing lags of the independent variable). The results are still significant. However, the

estimated effect of ReligiousConflictt on WitchAccusationst reduces marginally from 3.59 in Column 4 to

3.38 in Column 5. When lags of independent variables are introduced the estimated effects further reduce

to 2.63 in Column 6 where only the lags of independent variables are introduced and 2.37 where lags of

both independent and dependent variables are introduced. However, we believe that the estimated effect in

models where lags of independent variables are introduced (Columns 6 and 7) might be incorrect because

these lags are highly collinear.

[Table 4 here]

The statistical analysis also provides evidence for economic shocks and judicial reforms as contributing

causes for witchcraft accusations. The estimated coefficient on EconomicShockst is statistically significant;

a one standard deviation increase in temperature is correlated with a 32 percent (100-68) decline in witch

2The periods when the Crown was not allied to the Presbyterians were also the periods when the Crown attempted to change the
Church Government (See Table 2). The results are significant if an alternate coding strategy is used in which NonAlliedCrownt

takes the value of one for the regimes in which the Crown tried to change Church government.
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prosecutions, supporting the economic hypothesis (H3), though the estimate coefficient is of a smaller order

than ReligiousConflictt. The OLS regressions in Table A2 allow a better comparison of the coefficients;

the absolute value of the estimated coefficient for ReligiousConflictt (52.74 percent) is at least three times

higher than EconomicShockst (9.12 percent), though admittedly, a direct comparison of these two variables

might be misleading; EconomicShockst are measured as deviations from the mean, while ReligiousConflictt

is a dummy. Table A9 reports the effect of interacting ReligiousConflictt and EconomicShockt to examine

whether the combined effect of economic shocks and political events might intensify witch prosecutions.

The estimated coefficient on the interaction term is statistically significant, witch accusations are 2.59 times

higher. The results are similar using a different criteria for classifying conflictual years as listed in Table A3

(See results in Table A6 and Table A7) .

Although the regressions controlled for dynamic effects (on account of temporal persistence of dependent

and/or independent variables) the estimates are not explicitly reported because an explicit interpretation

might be misleading. Estimated lead and lag effects are confounded with proximate shocks — estimates

do not distinguish between a lag/lead and two shocks closer to to each other. Table A8 demonstrates that

ReligiousConflictt did have a lead effect for two years and a lag effect for one year, on witch indictments.

Taken together, the findings of our models are strongly supportive of our proposition that the Crown’s

religious preferences generated intra-religious conflict in the established Scottish Kirk (H1). This conflict, in

turn, created incentives for the Presbyterian faction of the church to pursue a sectarian strategy. Witchcraft

persecution was a direct manifestation of that sectarianism and was substantially greater during periods of

conflict between Episcopalians and Presbyterians (H2).

Our models also render partial support for explanations derived from the previous literature which account

for witchcraft persecution as an expression of scapegoating during periods of economic distress (H3) and those

which see the cause of persecution in Scotland’s weak judicial institutions (H4). The size of the effects shows

that scapegoating appears to be less influential than conflict-fueled sectarianism in explaining witchcraft

persecution. However, economic shocks interact with episodes of intra-religious conflict, suggesting that

periods of crisis produced more persecution than settled times.

All sources of data impose limitations and historical sources can be especially constraining. The data on

the Scottish witch-hunt is not complete enough on the identities of the accused or on the outcomes of trials

to permit statistical analysis. There are not adequate data on places to permit reliable spatial analysis.

However, the register of Scottish witch accusations provides very reliable temporal data which allowed us to
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test our hypotheses.

In order to explore our findings in greater detail, we now examine the historical evolution of religious conflict

in post-Reformation Scotland and the mechanisms producing Scottish witch-hunts.

Discussion: Religious Conflict and the Production of Witchcraft

Trials

The tension between competing visions of the Reformation Scottish kirk was made explicit early in the

reign of James VI (1583-1625). Esme Stuart, the Duke of Lennox (1542-1583), strongly influenced the king,

impressing upon him the view that an independent kirk was incompatible with his absolutist ambitions

(Wylie 1899). James VI responded by trying to settle the issue of Presbyterianism once and for all by

driving a wedge between the moderate Episcopal (pro-Anglican) and the radical (Presbyterian) wings of

Scottish Protestantism (Fincham and Lake 1985).

Upon inheriting the English throne in 1603, James’ first major decision as the Supreme Governor of the

Church of England was to summon a conference of divines and politicians to Hampton Court in 1604 to

resolve the matter of the Scottish kirk. His position was that the moderates were to be incorporated fully

into the church polity and the Puritan extremists repressed. James’ position was clear: “If bishops were put

out of power, I know what would become of my supremacy...No bishop, no King.” Episcopacy was a practical

compromise between the previous Catholic social order and the new Protestant order. Bishops, a Catholic

legacy, retained their positions, provided offices for the nobility and allowed the Crown to use its influence to

extract taxes and exercise doctrinal authority. Presbyterian ministers, influenced by John Calvin and John

Knox, were appalled by Stuart policy and convinced that any remnant of the old ecclesiastical, doctrinal,

or liturgical order was tantamount to idolatry, heresy and violation of Scotland’s covenant with God. Knox

repeatedly encouraged defiance of the Crown, including outright rebellion against it (Macdonald 2017).

James and his antagonists thus embarked upon what would become the bitter, ongoing ideological and

political conflict between the Stuart Crown and the Presbyterian faction of the kirk. From the mid-sixteenth

century until the Glorious Revolution of 1688 which finally unseated the Stuarts, James and his successors

periodically attempted to impose bishops on the government of the Scottish kirk. Charles I (1625-1649)

appointed bishops to key positions of power such as privy counselors and commissioners of the exchequer
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(Mullan 1986: 173). In 1634, bishops began receiving commissions as justices of peace. These privileges

gave the Episcopalians clear economic and political advantages.

The Crown’s preferences were also expressed in various decrees which imposed an Anglican-style liturgy.

During the “Eleven Years Tyranny” (1629-1640), Charles I tried to impose the Five Articles of Perth on the

Church of Scotland. The articles had been introduced by James VI and passed by the Parliament in 1621

as a compromise with the Church of England. The Articles established Anglican liturgical practices. The

implementation of the articles was limited until the accession of Charles I in 1625 who made a stringent

effort to enforce them. Armed opposition by Presbyterian forces in Scotland to the articles helped trigger

the War of the Three Kingdoms which spilled over into the English Civil War (Stewart 2007).

Against royal policies which consistently sought to advantage the Episcopal faction, the Presbyterians re-

sponded with sectarian mobilization. Bishops enjoyed their authority based on Crown appointments and

were used by the king to influence the government of the Scottish kirk. Presbyteries drew their authority

from their claim to superior piety, covenant with God, and the support of the congregational body of the

kirk. Under the Presbyterian model, church courts replaced the authority of bishops. Against Espiscopal

authority, the organization of the reformed Church of Scotland was based on the kirk session at the congre-

gational level, the Presbytery at the parish level, the synod (council) at the regional level, and the General

Assembly at the national level. This confederal structure made local ministers and elected church elders

the most important figures in the propagation of orthodoxy and punishment of social deviance, of which

witchcraft was an especially dire form.

Local institutions of the reformed kirk provide the linkage between sectarian struggles and witch-hunting.

The most important institution of the Scottish Reformation was the Calvinist consistory (or kirk session).

The chief function of these sessions was to expunge sin from the Christian community through the surveillance

and control of the local parish, on the one hand, and, on the other, to direct the activities of local magistrates

(Gorski 2003: 21). This gave lower-level clergymen and church elders enormous power to regulate public

order and zealously police morality. Their mission was clear: “From the Reformation in 1560 until the turn

of the nineteenth century, Scotland’s network of Church courts — the kirk sessions — policed the manners

and morals of their parish congregations, punishing purse and person in the name of a godly society” (Cornell

2012; see also Todd 2002).

The Calvinists had clear incentives to exploit their control of local judicial bodies, including through the

persecution of witches. Their incentives were not primarily economic. Although witches’ property could be
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seized, in practice, the modest wealth of most of the accused failed to cover the costs of their investigations

(Goodare et al. 2003; Goodare 2013). The disciplining institutions of the consistories exploited low mon-

itoring costs at the local level as their relative advantage. Whereas the Anglicans relied on hierarchy and

formal rituals to involve the populace in the church, Presbyterians developed a highly efficient decentralized

structure which allowed elders to have personal ties with church members. They participated in baptisms.

They were ministers in ecclesiastical courts (sessions and presbyteries). They were also the session clerks

who kept records of taxes and charity. Presbyterian courts assigned upstanding men and women to serve

as sureties for the good behavior of offenders. These “cautions” agreed to keep a close eye on offenders or

risk heavy fines if they re-offended (Todd 2002). Taken together, these institutional practices strove to make

the population highly dependent on the Presbyterian faction of the Scottish kirk. In effect, the Presbyterian

Calvinists were rooted much deeper than any organ of the state (bureaucracy, military or magistracy) and

their form of discipline was decentralized, collegial and quotidian in its operation (Gorski 2003).

Although belief in witches was widely prevalent in early modern Scotland (Sharpe 1884), the Reformation

institutionalized witchcraft as a criminal offense in the Witchcraft Act of 1563, a signature piece of legislation

expressing the Calvinist goal of imposing Old Testament morality on the country (Macdonald 2017; Trevor-

Roper 1967: 127). The legislation differed from customary understandings of witchcraft by eliminating the

necessity of proving that an alleged witch had done harm. It was enough to prove the use of sorcery, and it

was especially damning if, in accordance with the doctrine of demonology, evidence could be provided of a

Satanic bargain.

Given their dominance in local institutions, the Presbyterians were able to generate and vary incentives to

prosecute witches under the new legislation (Mitschele 2014:160). Local magistrates had strong incentives to

align with local religious authorities because they lacked administrative resources of their own (Levack 1995:

99). For example, Cornell (2012) provides an exhaustive account of how networks of Presbyterian courts were

able to enforce codes of religious behavior and intensely concerned themselves with witch-hunting. Taken

together, the ability to monitor behavior, extract information, define deviance, incentivize witch-hunting,

and impose punishment, allowed the Presbyterians to direct judicial institutions toward puritanical goals:

the prosecution of religious deviance for the sake of ensuring sectarian dominance at the local level.

Allegations of witchcraft were drearily common in Scotland, arising largely from squabbles and rivalries

among cottagers and townspeople (Briggs 2002). However, in spite of the general belief in the evil-doing of

witches and the introduction of witchcraft legislation, prosecution was highly selective and it relied upon the

discretion of local authorities in church and state. This reflects the fact that most accusers were women, who
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had no legal standing in a criminal inquiry and no means to persecute a neighbor they decided was a witch.

The accusers depended on their accusations being taken up by the local church authorities, who had the

power to initiate a pre-trial investigation organized by the kirk session or parish committee (Goodare 2013).

As Willumsen (2011: 538) observes, “In order to start and continue a trial, several men from the local elite

would have to take an interest in the prosecution of the women suspected of practicing witchcraft.” This

group typically included ”the minister and leading men” in the local kirk and the parish administration.

From this point onward, the accusation was formalized. The typical sequence of a witch prosecution began

with parish church authorities agreeing to investigate an accusation of witchcraft. Then local church institu-

tions (such as the kirk session, parish committee or Presbytery) conducted a pre-trial investigation. Ministers

were permitted to “prevent the accuser from being known to the defender, enabling the Presbyterian clergy

and elders to constitute themselves as accusers, witnesses and judges” (Clark 1987). The centrality of the

local clergy and church elders in the process is evident.

During this phase, local church authorities backed by magistrates or lairds imprisoned and interrogated

alleged witches to extract confessions and then submitted the evidence to the Privy Council in Edinburgh.

The usual prohibition on women giving testimony was relaxed in witchcraft cases. Evidence typically included

confessions (often procured through torture), witness testimonies, and evidence of a denatured body part

(the “devil’s mark”), usually identified by naked examination and witch-pricking by needles or bodkins.

Standards of evidence were poor and investigations might include hearsay testimony, dreams, and the like

(Willumsen 2011). With an indictment drawn up and submitted, the Privy Council at this point would

either dismiss the case, grant a Commission of Justiciary to a local body consisting of church representatives

and noblemen who would conduct a trial and issue a verdict, or, in rare instances, decide to try the case

itself (Goodare 2013; Goodare et al. 2003).

The selective nature of witchcraft prosecution is consistent with our argument that witch-hunts were part

of a sectarian strategy to strengthen the Presbyterian faction against the Crown (H2). It was not the

Crown or its Episcopal allies which drove the bulk of witch-hunting. Crown agencies close to the Episcopal

faction – particularly the Privy Council – were reluctant to order commissions allowing formal trials for

witchcraft. The Council frequently refused to order formal trials and dismissed charges despite the findings

of local religious courts. In complex or politically sensitive cases, the Privy Council ordered that the trial be

conducted by the Crown at Edinburgh rather than by locals. All in all, the Crown showed little enthusiasm

and sought to restrain the trial and execution of witches (Goodare 2013).
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But witchcraft accusations were lawful. The Crown’s limited capacity to contain pre-trial investigations

resulted from its lack of local judicial authority. Commissions of Justiciary often produced unreliable results

and benefited sectarian factions yet the state relied upon them as the “easiest and cheapest way” of dispensing

local justice (Goodare 2003; Willumsen 2011: 537). Nevertheless, the different political incentives driving

Crown and Presbyterians is evident in the fact that thousands were accused of witchcraft but only a couple

of hundred people were executed as a result of formal trials permitted by the Council (Leeson and Russ

2017: 47).

Although poor harvests were a reoccurring source of misery in early modern Scotland, some details of the

Scottish case complicate the scapegoating theory. The majority of the nearly four thousand people accused

of witchcraft were not community outsiders or marginal figures. Most of the persecuted were recognized

members of their community, though many had previously run afoul of the local kirk session (Willumsen

2011). More than sixty percent were of middling economic status and nearly sixty percent were under the

age of fifty. Although most were women (nearly 85 percent), very few (4 percent) were apparently midwives

or healers (Goodare et al. 2003).

Although the disproportionate prosecution of women speaks to the prevalent misogyny of the era, in other

regards Scotland calls into question the influential view that witch-hunting was targeted at unattached,

marginal or poor women posing a special threat to patriarchal order (Barstow 1995; Roper 2004). The

typical Scottish witch was not “an old poor woman who lived alone” (Goodare 1998; Sutherland 2009: 33).

Rather, people accused of witchcraft in Scotland were usually well-embedded in their communities, with

investigations revealing social networks which included strong local familial ties as well as weaker ties to

nearby locales (Sutherland 2009: 33-56). Witchcraft accusations often originated in disputes about business

and property and frequently were made against married women (Houston 1989; McKim 2015).

The selective prosecution of witchcraft accusations against established, if middling, members of the commu-

nity seems to have not only signalled that men were in charge and that women were weak and dangerous

but also which religious authorities were really in control. Persecuting witches thus allowed Presbyterian

church leaders to exercise local power and increase popular dependence on them for safety, social standing

and well-being. Pecuniary motives for accusations could only have been secondary.

The case of the witches in the parish of Rothesay in western Scotland in 1662 documented by Willumsen

(2011) suggests much about the social dynamics surrounding witch-hunts. Although she had quarrelled often

with women about money and other matters and had been previously cautioned by the local kirk session
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about the use of healing potions, the most grievous charge against the principal witch was her alleged use

of spells to curse local officials. All the witch-hunters were “closely connected with the leading members

of the church and the persons possessing authority within the bureaucracy of the burgh” (539. 559). The

formal accusation and subsequent prosecution of this woman, as as well as another four women and a male

co-conspirator (her alleged coven), was undertaken by a coalition of the minister and local notables, including

the parish provost, bailiff and ”several burgesses” who were convinced of a threat to their authority.

The historical evolution of witch-hunting in Scotland over time provides further evidence behind religous

conflict as the mechanism driving persecution. In the first years of the Scottish Reformation Protestants

apparently used witch-hunts in an attempt to eliminate Catholic resistance. In East Lothian, “Protestants

campaigned against both cunning folks and Catholics, though the distinction was often unclear...the national

religious conflict was mirrored in the conflict of Reforming Ministers and the Catholic Setons [an aristocratic

family in East Lothian]” (Normand and Roberts 2000). King James favored the limited persecution of

witches as a means by which to secure the new Protestant regime and eliminate ”ydolatrie and mantenance

thereof [sic]” (Sutherland 2009: 44). But as early Catholic resistance was overcome and James became

secure on his English throne, religious conflict between Protestant church factions appears to have driven

subsequent waves of witch-hunting.

The time series in Figure 2 shows six intense periods of witch-hunts, all of which coinciding with periods

of religious conflict in Scotland. Civil warfare and witch-hunts sometimes occurred in tandem, as two

manifestations of the same sectarian conflict, but witch-hunting does not appear to be a mere extension

of warfare because upswings in accusations also occurred during periods without armed conflict. Yet, like

warfare, witch-hunting responded to the political needs of sectarian Protestants to defend the true faith and

was justified as an expression of God’s righteous anger (Demos 1982: 370).

[FIGURE 2 HERE]

The trend line for witchcraft prosecution shows the relationship between intra-religious conflict and persecu-

tion. The first peak of witch-hunting in in 1590-91 coincided with the ascendance of Presbyterianism which

radicalized church government and in 1592 displaced episcopacy. The second peak in 1597-98 occured as

James VI began to adopt a strategy of overturning Presbyterianism in Scotland. The third peak in 1629-30

intersected with the “Eleven Years Tyranny” of Charles I during which time the Crown tried to enforce

the Articles of Perth. Presbyterian resistance triggered the Bishop Wars which again abolished episcopacy.

The fourth peak, in 1649, was during a period of sustained armed conflict, during the English Civil Wars
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(Hetherington 1856). The fifth peak in 1659-62 coincided with the Stuart Restoration in Scotland in 1660. In

the wake of the Civil War, the Presbyterians’ ongoing push for a more favorable regime was again frustrated

by the Crown. Based on prior agreement, the Presbyterians had expected that the restored Crown under

Charles II (1660-1685) would reestablish Presbyterianism:“ All the Presbyterian clergy hoped that Charles

would respect the Solemn League and Covenant of 1643 and the oaths he had taken to uphold it in 1650.

They were to be disappointed” (Davies and Hardacre 1962). Instead, Charles II restored the episcopacy

in 1661-62. The last peak in 1677-79 was just prior to the period of violent rebellion by the Presbyterians

against Charles II and the Anglicans. This period of violent conflict from 1680 to 1688, known as the ‘Killing

Time’, led to the Act of Settlement in 1690 that finally and permanently established Presbyterianism as the

sole power in the Scottish kirk.

As is consistent with H1, the religious crisis in Scotland ended only after the fall of the Stuarts in the “Glorious

Revolution” of 1688. After the Stuarts were deposed, Protestants Mary and William began their reign. They

abolished bishops in the Scottish kirk and restored Presbyterianism by the Act of Settlement in 1690. The

institutional constraints on the monarchy introduced by the Glorious Revolution finally resolved the religious

crisis in Scotland by limiting the Crown’s abilities to violate its commitments to the Presbyterians (North and

Weingast 1989). As intra-religious conflict ebbed, so too did the sectarianism which inspired witch-hunting

(H2). Popular belief in witchcraft lingered but judicial action became increasingly uncommon. Scattered

prosecutions occurred in the early eighteenth century before the Witchcraft Act was finally abolished by

Parliament in 1736.

Of course, witchcraft is not the whole story of how Puritans managed to advance their political agenda.

Presbyterian church sessions prosecuted many aspects of social behavior including absenteeism from worship,

domestic disputes, illicit sexual conduct, dancing and gaming (Graham 1994). But under the rubric of

reforming society on a Biblical basis (Macdonald 2017), the Presbyterian clergy gave the persecution of

witches a theological justification and “without the intellectual underpinning the Kirk provided there might

well have been no witch-hunt of any significance in Scotland” (Normand and Roberts 2000: 73). Suspected

witches were charged with defiance of God, which took its most outrageous form in a covenant with the

Devil in direct opposition to the divine covenant, the central tenant of Presbyterians (Hughes 2013: 87).

A final and telling piece of evidence backing our linkage of witch-hunting and the sectarian strategies of

the Scottish Calvinists is the comparative prevalence of witchcraft persecution in England and Scotland.

Similar beliefs about witches influenced the neighboring countries. And during the height of the era of the

European witch-hunt the two realms were actually governed by the same Stuart kings (1603-1688). But in
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England, where the instruments of church and state were firmly in the hands of the Crown following the

Henrician revolution, witch-hunting was unusual because neither ecclesiastical nor secular officials promoted

it (Ryrie 2017: 122; Wrightson 2003: 207-12). But in Scotland, torn by sectarianism and governed by a weak

monarchy, in per capita terms there were 100 times more trials than in England (Leeson and Russ 2017: 47).

Conclusion and Implications

The role of religious competition in state formation and in promoting the secular rule of law is an old and

contentious issue. David Hume (a Scot) argued that competition among sects causes religious leaders to

encourage fears and superstitions and increase hostility towards other factions. Hence, religious monopolies

restrain religious extremism. Adam Smith (also a Scot!), argued that monopolies foster conflict; disestablish-

ment will lead to moderation because of the need for all sects to form coalitions with others. While recent

evidence supports the intensification hypothesis (Fox 2004b), the processes by which conflict among fac-

tions can increase sectarianism and the form of extremism that might result, have received limited empirical

attention.

The Scottish case reveals much about the dynamics of conflict in religious monopolies. In cases like Scotland,

religious extremism evolves as a response to suppression and state interference in religion (Grim and Finke

2007). Where a weak state cannot enforce conformity in the religious monopoly it has established, sectarian

challengers can use ecclesiastical institutions, particularly courts, as a resource in a struggle for influence.

Religious extremists will be especially prone to exploit judicial instruments to advance sectarian strictness

against religious moderates. Responding to political exclusion resulting from the policies of the Stuarts, the

Scottish Presbyterians employed a sectarian strategy which used religious discipline to counter the repressive

hand of the Crown. The Crown tried to suppress the Presbyterians, who, in turn, imposed a stricter form

of puritanism among its constituencies because of its control of local judicial institutions. Upswings in

witch-hunting were a result of this turn toward puritanism during periods of heightened religious struggle.

Religious persecution as an outgrowth of religious competition is not unique to the Scottish case. It drove

witch-hunting across Europe (Leeson and Russ 2017). Jews in medieval and early-modern Europe were

frequently targeted for persecution during periods of intense competition between Christians and Muslims

and, later, between Catholics and Protestants (Evans 1984; Halvorson 2010; Stark 2001: 124-66). Our results

suggest that religious persecution can likewise be driven by sectarian competition within an established
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religion and target coreligionists charged with nonconformity or immorality. Our results also point toward

a more complex relationship between religious discipline and state formation than that described by the

literature on the consequences of the Reformation (Becker, Pfaff and Rubin 2016). Prevailing wisdom

suggests that the Calvinist Reformation brought about a revolution in social discipline. Gorski (1995) argued

that this intensive discipline was pivotal in the formation of the modern European state and substantially

improved the state capacity of regimes which adopted Calvinism. By imposing discipline that was individual

and collective, as well as normative and coercive, the Calvinists supported state formation by building an

orderly society that was cheaper and easier to govern (Gorski 2000; 2003).

Calvinism did not advance Stuart state-building. In a strong state with a unified church establishment,

top-down and bottom-up disciplining are likely to be complementary because the state controls both top-

down and local institutions of governance (Gorski 2003). However, this picture of hand-in-glove church-state

cooperation overlooks how factional conflict can lead to increased intensity of disciplining that has little to do

with enhancing state capacity. We have shown how it was possible for some Calvinist factions to dismantle

from below what the Crown endeavored to impose from above. In the case of Scotland, top-down and bottom-

up disciplining came into conflict. Because the Presbyterians controlled local ecclesiastical courts but were

politically excluded by the Crown, they specialized in a bottom-up form of disciplining which included the

prosecution of witches and weakened the grasp of the Crown. In persecuting witches, the sectarian Calvinists

reinforced their autonomy and increased the dependence of the population on their faction.

Our study has implications that travel beyond early modern Europe. Where centralizing political elites

threaten the standing and material interests of elites at the periphery, nationalism can arise as a form of

counter-mobilization (Hechter 2000). A similar process can unfold where rulers attempt to impose control

over an established religion. Although religious control over some judicial institutions is a critical scope

condition for our results, it is important to acknowledge that in most countries, including developed ones like

the United States, religious influence over public institutions is a matter of degree and judicial secularization

is an ongoing process. In situations in which politicians might be willing to reform institutions, affected

religious elites might use local judicial instruments to counter them. As a consequence, societies may become

stuck in a vicious and cycle of sectarianism, persecution, and judicial terror.
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Table 1: Years of Religious Conflict in Scotland

Ecclesiastical Struggles in Stanley (1872) Year
Accession of James VI to the throne of Great Britain 1603
Restoration of Episcopacy 1606
The Five Articles of Pirth 1618
Accession of Charles I 1625
Coronation at Holyrood 1633
Valuation of tithes 1633
Attempt to impose English liturgy 1637
Tumult at St. Giles 1637
The National Covenant 1638
General Assembly of Glasgow 1638
Restoration of Presbytery 1638
Solemn League and Covenant to enforce Presbytery 1643
Assembly of Divines at Westminster 1643
Westminster Confession of Faith 1648
Longer and shorter Catechisms 1648
Battle of Dunbar 1650
Coronation of Charles II at Scone 1651
Restoration 1660
Rescissory Act 1661
Death of Samuel Rutherford 1661
Restoration of Episcopacy 1662
Murder of Archbishop Sharpe 1679
Battle of Bothwell Brigg 1679
Source: Stanley (1872).
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Table 3: Summary Statistics for Key Variables

Variables Obs Mean Std Dev
NonAlliedCrownt 174 0.55 0.49
Witch Accusationst 174 19.45 53.85
ReligiousConflictt 174 0.09 0.28
ReligiousConflict2t 174 0.22 0.41
Institutionst 174 0.21 0.41
Institutions2t 174 0.28 0.45
Institutions3t 174 0.17 0.38
EconomicShockt 174 0.02 0.59
i. ReligiousConflictt and ReligiousConflict2t consist of years listed in Ta-
ble 1 and Table A3 respectively.
ii. Institutionst, Institutions2t and Institutions3t consist of all years start-
ing from the Habeas Corpus, Glorious Revolution and Acts of Union re-
spectively.
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Table 4: Effect of Religious Conflict on Witch Accusations (Negative Binomial)

Dependent Variable: WitchAccusationst
Static Models Dynamic Models
Static Static Static Static ADL-P ADL-F ADL-G
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ReligiousConflictst 5.02*** 4.76*** 3.96*** 3.59*** 3.38** 2.63** 2.37*
(2.26) (2.05) (1.64) (1.49) (1.66) (1.10) (1.09)

NonAlliedCrownt 3.00*** 1.85** 1.85** 1.28** 0.66 0.37
(0.74) (0.52) (0.52) (0.37) (0.50) (0.23)

Institutionst 0.16*** 0.16*** 0.14*** 0.22*** 0.19***
(0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.09) (0.08)

EconomicShockt 0.68* 0.69* 0.62** 0.63**
(0.15) (0.14) (0.14) (0.13)

Lags (Dep. Variables) N N N N Y N Y
Lags (Ind. Variables) N N N N N Y Y
Number of years 174 174 174 174 172 172 172
Notes: IRR > 1 (IRR < 1, IRR = 1) implies a positive effect (negative effect, no effect)

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.0

I do not include lags of InstitutionDummyt because the variable is highly collinear with its lags.
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Table 5: Effect of Crown Affiliation on Religious Conflict (Negative Binomial)

Dependent Variable: ReligiousConflictt
Static Models Dynamic Models
1 2 3 4 5
Static Static ADL-P ADL-F ADL-G

NonAlliedCrownt 5.28** 5.28** 4.37* 2.30 2.09
(4.01) (4.01) (3.38) (4.89) (4.77)

EconomicShockst 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.98
(0.44) (0.47) (0.45) (0.48)

Lags (Dep. Variables) N N Y N Y
Lags (Ind. Variables) N N N Y Y
Number of years 174 174 172 172 172
IRR > 1 (IRR < 1, IRR = 1) implies a positive effect (negative effect, no effect)

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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TABLES IN APPENDIX

Table A1: Effect of Crown Affiliation on Religious Conflict (OLS)

Dependent Variable: ReligiousConflictt
Static Models Dynamic Models
Static Static ADL-P ADL-F ADL-G

NonAlliedCrownt 0.11*** 0.11*** 0.09** 0.05 0.04
(0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.33) (0.34)

EconomicShockst 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.98
(0.44) (0.47) (0.45) (0.48)

Lags (Dep. Variables) N N Y N Y
Lags (Ind. Variables) N N N Y Y
R-Squared 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.07
Number of years 174 174 172 172 172
Notes: All estimates are ordinary least-squares.

Robust standard errors in parentheses.

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

NonAlliedCrownt is not significant in ADL-P and ADL-G because of multicollinearity with its lag.
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Table A2: Effect of Religious Conflict on Witch Accusations (OLS)

Dependent Variable: WitchAccusationst
Static Models Dynamic Models
Static Static Static Static ADL-P ADL-F ADL-G

ReligiousConflictst 58.09** 53.50* 52.76* 52.74* 36.91 43.78* 31.90
(28.48) (28.87) (28.92) (28.51) (23.62) (22.77) (20.29)

NonAlliedCrownt 13.31* 8.52 8.58 10.22 -38.73 -8.19
(6.83) (7.89) (7.85) (7.06) (28.32) (20.91)

Institutionst -10.56** -10.69** -6.73 -8.34 -7.04
(4.42) (4.47) (4.49) (5.06) (4.70)

EconomicShockt -9.12** -6.50* -10.29** -8.36**
(4.33) (3.49) (4.63) (3.98)

Lags (Dep. Variables) N N N N Y N Y
Lags (Ind. Variables) N N N N N Y Y
R-Squared 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.23 0.25 0.33
Number of years 174 174 174 174 172 172 172
Notes: All estimates are ordinary least-squares.

Robust standard errors in parentheses.

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

Signs of NonAlliedCrownt have flipped in ADL-P and ADL-G because NonAlliedCrownt and its lags are multicollinear.
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Table A3: Alternate Years of Religious Conflict in Scotland

Political Events Years
Golden Act 1592 1592
11 Years of Tyranny (Charles I) 1629-40
Bishops Wars 1639-40
War of Three Kingdoms 1639-51
Episcopacy Restorationsi 1568-70, 1604-06, 1659-1662
Killing Times 1680-1688
Notes: i. The Episcopacy Restorations include a period of two years prior
to the Restoration to account for pre-restoration events.
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Table A4: Effect of Crown Affiliation on Religious Conflict Using Alternate Years (NB)

Dependent Variable: AltReligiousConflictt
Static Models Dynamic Models
Static Static ADL-P ADL-F ADL-G

NonAlliedCrownt 9.48*** 9.46*** 3.46** 0.76 1.87
(5.70) (5.69) (2.18) (0.77) (1.79)

EconomicShockst 1.13 1.02 1.03 0.95
(0.32) (0.28) (0.29) (0.28)

Lags (Dep. Variables) N N Y N Y
Lags (Ind. Variables) N N N Y Y
Number of years 174 174 172 172 172
IRR > 1 (IRR < 1, IRR = 1) implies a positive effect (negative effect, no effect)

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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Table A5: Effect of Religious Conflict on Witch Accusations Using Alternate Years (NB)

Dependent Variable: WitchAccusationst
Static Models Dynamic Models
Static Static Static Static ADL-P ADL-F ADL-G

AltReligiousConflictst 5.06*** 4.10*** 3.69*** 3.40*** 5.28** 2.74** 3.55**
(1.49) (1.24) (1.08) (1.01) (2.49) (0.84) (1.84)

NonAlliedCrownt 2.01*** 1.27 1.30** 1.26** 0.62 0.55
(0.51) (0.36) (0.37) (0.36) (0.41) (036)

Institutionst 0.16*** 0.16*** 0.14*** 0.20*** 0.19***
(0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.08) (0.08)

EconomicShockt 0.73 0.72 0.65** 0.65**
(0.15) (0.15) (0.14) (0.14)

Lags (Dep. Variables) N N N N Y N Y
Lags (Ind. Variables) N N N N N Y Y
Number of years 174 174 174 174 172 172 172
Notes: IRR > 1 (IRR < 1, IRR = 1) implies a positive effect (negative effect, no effect)

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

I do not include lags of InstitutionDummyt and NonAlliedCrownt because both variables are highly collinear with their lags.
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Table A6: Effect of Crown Affiliation on Religious Conflict Using Alternate Years (OLS)

Dependent Variable: AltReligiousConflictt
Static Models Dynamic Models
Static Static ADL-P ADL-F ADL-G

NonAlliedCrownt 0.33*** 0.33*** 0.12** -0.06 0.20
(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.19) (0.21)

EconomicShockst 0.03 0.00 0.01 -0.01
(0.05) (0.02) (0.05) (0.02)

Lags (Dep. Variables) N N Y N Y
Lags (Ind. Variables) N N N Y Y
R-Squared 0.15 0.16 0.62 0.19 0.63
Number of years 174 174 172 172 172
Notes: All estimates are ordinary least-squares.

Robust standard errors in parentheses.

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

NonAlliedCrownt is not significant in ADL-P and ADL-G because of multicollinearity with its lag.
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Table A7: Effect of Religious Conflict on Witch Accusations Using Alternate Years (OLS)

Dependent Variable: WitchAccusationst
Static Models Dynamic Models
Static Static Static Static ADL-P ADL-F ADL-G

AltReligiousConflictst 41.84** 38.75** 38.18** 38.82** 29.44* 48.97** 40.82*
16.79 (16.89) (16.92) (16.89) (16.27) (21.62) (21.45)

NonAlliedCrownt 6.54* 1.96 1.84 4.88 -39.31 -4.69
(5.16) (6.83) (6.79) (5.52) (31.73) (20.10)

Institutionst -10.34** -10.44** -6.39 -13.65** -9.11*
(4.68) (4.76) (4.50) (5.27) (4.86)

EconomicShockt -10.19** -7.26* -9.32** -7.66*
(4.92) (3.95) (4.33) (3.92)

Lags (Dep. Variables) N N N N Y N Y
Lags (Ind. Variables) N N N N N Y Y
R-Squared 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.24 0.18 0.28
Number of years 174 174 174 174 172 172 172
Notes: All estimates are ordinary least-squares.

Robust standard errors in parentheses.

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

Signs of NonAlliedCrownt have flipped in ADL-P and ADL-G because NonAlliedCrownt and its lags are multicollinear.
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Table A8: Lag/Lead Effects of ReligiousConflictt on Witch Accusations (NB)

Dependent Variable: WitchAccusationst
Lags of ReligiousConflictt Leads of ReligiousConflictt
-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

ReligiousConflictt 0.54 1.80 5.17*** 3.73*** 4.51*** 2.84** 1.10
(0.24) (0.80) (2.13) (1.60) (1.87) (1.22) (0.48)

EconomicShockst 0.63** 0.65* 0.68** 0.75 0.61*** 0.59** 0.61**
(0.14) (0.15) (0.13) (0.16) (0.12) (0.12) (0.14)

Number of years 171 172 173 174 173 172 171
Notes: IRR > 1 (IRR < 1, IRR = 1) implies a positive effect (negative effect, no effect)

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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Table A9: Interaction Effect of ReligiousConflictt X Economic Shocks on Witch Accusations
(NB)

Dep. Variable: Witch Accusationst
ReligousConflictt

PolXEcoInteractiont 2.59*
(1.34)

PoliticalShockst 2.99**
(1.30)

EconomicShockst 0.91
(0.15)

InstitutionsDummyt 0.05***
(0.02)

Number of years 174
Notes: IRR > 1 (IRR < 1, IRR = 1) implies a positive effect (negative effect, no effect)

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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